
Sports day is an annual KC tradition, and a distinctive opportunity for students to engage in a formative experience that
not only hones their athletic abilities but also cultivates their character. Beyond the physical aspect of competition, this
dynamic event imbues students with invaluable life skills that are critical for their personal growth and development.

It's an arena in which the four houses battle it out in a show of athleticism and sportsmanship. Students participate in
sports, field, and track events to gain points for their houses in the hopes of leading them to victory. The competitive
spirit of the culturals is now continued through these various events.

Besides the rivalrous nature of the tradition, the sports day served as a testament to the unparalleled power of teamwork
and the indomitable spirit of camaraderie. The effervescent atmosphere of the event and the enthusiastic support of the
students, teachers and parents fostered a palpable sense of unity and cooperation.

The Captains and a Vice-captains of the houses helped with the organisation of the event, and greatly boosted the house
spirit. All students played a role; many were athletes, many participated in events back at school, whilst some acted as
volunteers. Most importantly, peers cheered on for their friends as they raced to the finish line. Although Sports day was
a display of the heated, long-standing house rivalry, it also exhibited the values of fairness and fellowship. 

It began with the torch bearing ceremony, in which we recognised our very own talented athletes from KC. It was
followed by the Oath taking ceremony hosted by the Student Council and then the hoisting of the flag. Next came the
plethora of events; the 100 metre, 200 metre, etc, the relay, the parents and teachers races, all of which were immediately
followed by a shower of medals and awards.

It was a flamboyant display of team spirit and enthusiasm, in which house members, including the teachers, supported
each other and contributed to the esprit de corps of the event. The several different events, eventually, culminated in the
Championship Trophy - which put an end to the zealous house spirits for this academic year. This year, it was Pavan
House that achieved the top spot, and they definitely deserved it. They'd been relentless from the very beginning, having
dominated Culturals as well.

Overall, the Sports Day was a resounding success and the hard work and dedication put in by the athletes, as well as the
supportive and enthusiastic crowd, made for a memorable day. 
                                                                                                                                                        -   Dhruv, Prithika, Yashna
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À la découverte de la BD francophone

A couple of weeks ago we celebrated at KC the 93rd anniversary of “Les aventures de Tintin”, the famous
belgian comic and character created by Hergé in the 30’s. The internationally renowned comics such as
“Tintin”, “Astérix & Obélix”, “le petit Nicolas” et “les Schtroumpf” highlight the importance of the 9th art
in the francophone cultures. It was the perfect time to discuss about it in our unit traditions and customs.
After looking at images of different francophone comic characters and a speechless atmosphere when
they were supposed to guess “Lucky Luck” (who is apparently too old for them), the research activity
started. It was based on the International Comic Festival (Festival de la BD) organised in Brussels,
Belgium. On the other hand, the learners have been introduced to Angoulême, which is the french
international city for comics, an alternative to Brussels. In order to understand the IB requirement of the
writing production, the students were given a prompt where they had to create a brochure to discover
the different tourist attractions around the comic's ambiance. They started research and design of the
brochure in class and finished it at home. As support, the students were advised to use Canva in order to
get clear images of the places. Let’s have a look at some samples of their productions! 

A peek into the class



LEARNERS OF THE MONTH

Principled

Balanced

Caring

'Cathy always find s

the time to help a friend out!' A patient listener!'

Communicator

'Samaira voices her opinions clearly and 

confidently while 

giving allowance to others' too!'

'Jaret ensures whatever task he has taken is 

carried out flawlessly...is very dependable and loyal!' 

 

 

'Asmita is a  very calm person who maintains her cool 

whatever the pressure 

may be, bringing balance to any team she is a part of'.

Thinker

'Jason is observant, always reasonable in his arguments and is

extremely cautious to stay ethically right!'



LEARNING FROM BEYOND

Indian School of Hospitality
Winter Experience ‘ 23

The program is made for kids between 13 to 18, is a six-day course that allows the kids to experience life as real ISH
students and learn everything there is to know about ISH before deciding to join completely. The workshops are
extremely engaging allowing the students to have hands-on experiences along with activities that help them get
better at working as a team and communicating better.

From kebabs to pastries to coffees to making non-alcoholic cocktails in culinary and learning how to
communicate, how to dress and act, how to present a business pitch and to persuade! These are all important skills
not only for someone who will be a part of the hospitality industry but as someone who’s going through life in
general! Athipalli Sai Athrithi

IB 1



“Why are you here?” Encik asked us on the day I enlisted into the Singapore Armed Forces. The
hands of several brave enlistees shot into the air around me. Running my fingers over the sharp
stubble on my shaven head, I listened to their passionate and patriotic speeches about the
importance of mandatory National Service. A toothy grin appeared on Encik’s hardened face
while the recruits spoke as if he’d won a bet - a bet that he would again hear the same answers
he’d heard a million times before with this new batch of enlistees.

“No no, that’s why we all are here,” he chuckled, “Why are you here?” And then, he told us the
story of his grandparents who immigrated to Singapore.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
 
Going into the army, I didn’t know what to expect. I suppose that was what really drew me to the
idea of serving my two years. It was going to be an arduous journey, yes, but it was going to be an
exciting two years filled with completely novel experiences - I was going to have so many stories
to tell. And sure enough, I do.

Every physically fit conscript in Singapore spends their first few months on Pulau Tekong - an
island off the north-eastern coast of the mainland, infamous for being home to the Basic Military
Training Centre. This is where recruits get adjusted to army life. This was when I finally learnt
what the different ranks in the army meant. We were handed real rifles and were taught how to
strip and maintain them. I shared a bunk with 15 other people. It was total chaos every morning
during Reveille, and at night, after the lights went out, we’d yell conversations from our beds. I
was the youngest one in my bunk, so it did take a while for me to get along, but by the end, we all
really knew each other.

On Tekong, platoons of soldiers march in sync on the stone paths wherever they need to go, often
breaking out into army songs on the way. You can feel the rumbling choruses of marching
soldiers echoing throughout the island. After some tiring training, we’d march to the cookhouse to
be served some pretty grotesque food. My least favourite dish would probably be the imaginative
but morally bankrupt combination of boiled rice and tomato-pineapple sauce. With full stomachs,
we’d march back to our company. After reaching, we would continue marching on the spot - a
foot drill known as Hentak Kaki - while we sang a little army song. “Home sweet home!” we’d
bellow the last line together as we drove our right boot down into the ground.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
 
A few days ago, I finished reading an excellent novel titled Pachinko by Min Jin Lee. It’s a family
saga that follows a Korean family that immigrated to Japan. We see each generation struggle with
reconciling conflicting components of their identities: their ethnicity, nationality, and sense of
belonging. What drives people to leave their homes? What makes a place home?

Around halfway through Basic Training, I slipped and tumbled down a flight of wet stairs. I am
fortunate not to have severely injured myself, but subsequently, I couldn’t participate in every
activity. Ultimately, I didn’t graduate from Basic Training with my bunkmates. I will be working
an administrative job for the remainder of my service. I do miss doing Hentak Kaki after lunch
though. I hope I will understand what home sweet home means to me soon.

KNOW OUR ALUMNI

Venugopal Kulkarni
Graduated in 2022

Save the date!
IB 1 Coffee Morning

Monday 20th Feb

8.30-9.30

Extended Essay & Academic Integrity

IB 2 Coffee Morning

Monday 20th Feb

9.30-10.15

Group 4 Presentations


